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assists you in fixing and fixing your system by searching.First, they're taking over the field. One of

the biggest stadium stories of 2016 came when the Philadelphia Eagles, the NFL's first 2018
expansion team, agreed to lease Lincoln Financial Field and the adjacent 76-acre site, known as the

Schuylkill Yards, to a group of developers. The new owners will turn the complex into a center for
entertainment, tourism and sports. They're planning a $1.4 billion project that will include shops,

restaurants, hotels, housing, and perhaps a stadium with a retractable roof. "It will be a
transformative project, and will have a significant impact on the region," Andy Terhaar, the president

of The Philadelphia Sports & Entertainment Group, told me recently. Terhaar heads up the
consortium that includes the Philadelphia Eagles, the PHL Club, Centerplate, Pepsi, and Blank, Gold &

Bennett, the planning, architecture and construction firm behind the $1.16 billion Phillies' Citizens
Bank Park. It's the same group that will handle the renovations at Lincoln Financial Field. The
project's already well under way, with the main work completed on the Schuylkill Yards. New

buildings like Ed Hall Plaza are going up, and major improvements are being made to Old Orchard,
which includes the 72-year-old Veterans Stadium. (Come for the food and drink, stay for the craft

beer and decidedly American-style football.) This summer, the NFL's second-oldest stadium will be
renovated into a training facility for the Eagles, who play in the modern Millennium Stadium in
Cardiff, Wales. The whole thing will be ready for the start of the 2018 NFL season, with the new

Eagles Stadium -- which, for the record, we think we like the name -- opening the following year. It's
a remarkable achievement for a project that will require an enormous investment and keep

investors, sponsors, and businesses in Philadelphia's bustling sports economy on the forefront. "It's
going to be something completely unique in Philadelphia, and the part that really excites us is that

you're going to walk in and you can go shopping at Pitts," Terhaar said, meaning the shopping
district will be modeled after a sports-oriented version of Pitts, the emporium-filled mall just outside

the home of the NFL's Pittsburgh
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